The human genome is arguably the most complete mammalian reference assembly [1][2][3] , yet more than 160 euchromatic gaps remain [4] [5] [6] and aspects of its structural variation remain poorly understood ten years after its completion [7] [8] [9] . To identify missing sequence and genetic variation, here we sequence and analyse a haploid human genome (CHM1) using single-molecule, real-time DNA sequencing 10 . We close or extend 55% of the remaining interstitial gaps in the human GRCh37 reference genome-78% of which carried long runs of degenerate short tandem repeats, often several kilobases in length, embedded within (G1C)-rich genomic regions. We resolve the complete sequence of 26,079 euchromatic structural variants at the base-pair level, including inversions, complex insertions and long tracts of tandem repeats. Most have not been previously reported, with the greatest increases in sensitivity occurring for events less than 5 kilobases in size. Compared to the human reference, we find a significant insertional bias (3:1) in regions corresponding to complex insertions and long short tandem repeats. Our results suggest a greater complexity of the human genome in the form of variation of longer and more complex repetitive DNA that can now be largely resolved with the application of this longer-read sequencing technology.
The human genome is arguably the most complete mammalian reference assembly [1] [2] [3] , yet more than 160 euchromatic gaps remain [4] [5] [6] and aspects of its structural variation remain poorly understood ten years after its completion [7] [8] [9] . To identify missing sequence and genetic variation, here we sequence and analyse a haploid human genome (CHM1) using single-molecule, real-time DNA sequencing 10 . We close or extend 55% of the remaining interstitial gaps in the human GRCh37 reference genome-78% of which carried long runs of degenerate short tandem repeats, often several kilobases in length, embedded within (G1C)-rich genomic regions. We resolve the complete sequence of 26,079 euchromatic structural variants at the base-pair level, including inversions, complex insertions and long tracts of tandem repeats. Most have not been previously reported, with the greatest increases in sensitivity occurring for events less than 5 kilobases in size. Compared to the human reference, we find a significant insertional bias (3:1) in regions corresponding to complex insertions and long short tandem repeats. Our results suggest a greater complexity of the human genome in the form of variation of longer and more complex repetitive DNA that can now be largely resolved with the application of this longer-read sequencing technology.
Data generated by single-molecule, real-time (SMRT) sequencing technology differ drastically from most sequencing platforms because native DNA is sequenced without cloning or amplification, and read lengths typically exceed 5 kilobases (kb). Despite overall lower individual read accuracy (,85%), longer read length facilitates high confidence mapping across a greater percentage of the genome 11, 12 . We generated ,40-fold sequence coverage from a human CHM1 hydatidiform mole using long-read SMRT sequence technology (average mapped read length 5 5.8 kb; Supplementary Table 1) . We selected a complete hydatidiform mole to sequence because it is haploid, lacking allelic variation, and provides higher effective sequence coverage. We aligned 93.8% of all sequence reads to the human reference genome (GRCh37) using a modified version of BLASR 11 (Supplementary Information) and generated local assemblies of the mapped reads using Celera 13 and Quiver 14 , the latter of which leverages estimates of insertion, deletion and substitution probabilities to determine consensus sequences accurately. We compared the consensus sequences of regions with previously sequenced and assembled large-insert bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) clones generated from CHM1tert (ref. 15) . The comparison shows a consensus sequencing concordance of .99.97% (phred quality 5 37.5), with 72% of the errors confined to indels within homopolymer stretches (Supplementary Table 3) .
We initially assessed whether the mapped reads could facilitate closure of any of the 164 interstitial euchromatic gaps within the human reference genome (GRCh37). We extended into gap regions using a reiterative map-and-assemble strategy, in which SMRT whole-genome sequencing (WGS) reads mapping to each edge of a gap were assembled into a new high-quality consensus, which, in turn, served as a template for recruiting additional sequence reads for assembly (Supplementary Information). Using this approach, we closed 50 gaps and extended into 40 others (60 boundaries), adding 398 kb and 721 kb of novel sequence to the genome, respectively (Supplementary Table 4 ). The closed gaps in the human genome were enriched for simple repeats, long tandem repeats, and high (G1C) content ( Fig. 1 ) but also included novel exons (Supplementary Table 20 ) and putative regulatory sequences based on DNase I hypersensitivity and chromatin immunoprecipitation followed by high-throughput DNA sequencing (ChIP-seq) analysis (Supplementary Information). We identified a significant 15-fold enrichment of short tandem repeats (STRs) when compared to a random sample (P , 0.00001) (Fig. 1a) . A total of 78% (39 out of 50) of the closed gap sequences were composed of 10% or more of STRs. The STRs were frequently embedded in longer, more complex, tandem arrays of degenerate repeats reaching up to 8,000 bp in length (Extended Data Fig. 1a-c) , some of which bore resemblance to sequences known to be toxic to Escherichia coli 16 . Because most human reference sequences 17, 18 have been derived from clones propagated in E. coli, it is perhaps not surprising that the application of a long-read sequence technology to uncloned DNA would resolve such gaps. Moreover, the length and complex degeneracy of these STRs embedded within (G1C)-rich DNA probably thwarted efforts to follow up most of these by PCR amplification and sequencing.
Next, we developed a computational pipeline (Extended Data Fig. 2 ) to characterize structural variation systematically (structural variation defined here as differences $50 bp in length, including deletions, duplications, insertions and inversions 7 ). Structural variants were discovered by mapping SMRT sequencing reads to the human reference genome and searching for specific mapping signatures (Supplementary Information). At every variant locus, we recruited all uniquely mapping reads, created a local de novo assembly, defined breakpoints compared to the human reference, and classified each structural variant by type and probable mechanism (Table 1) . We identified a total of 26,079 insertions/ deletions $50 bp within the euchromatic portion of the genome. Almost all insertion and deletion breakpoints were resolved at the single-basepair level, generating one of the most comprehensive catalogues of structural variation (47,238 breakpoint positions). A total of 6,796 of the events map within 3,418 genes with a subset of events (169) corresponding to variation in the spliced transcripts of 140 genes (Supplementary Table 9 ). From all targeted sequencing experiments combined (Supplementary Information) we estimate an overall validation rate of 97%, of which only a fraction can be detected by application of Illumina next-generation sequencing. Of all copy number differences found, 85% were novel compared to previous studies of structural variation 7, 8, 19 , in large part owing to increased ascertainment of smaller variation (average length 497 bp). The effect was most pronounced for insertions in which 92% of all differences had not been previously reported, in contrast to deletions in which 69% of the events were novel (Fig. 2) . When comparing the size distribution of insertions and deletions between the two haplotype references, we found that insertions within CHM1 were longer and more abundant with 5,473 additional insertion events when compared to the human reference (Table 1) . This difference contributes to a significant insertional bias of 3.9 megabases (Mb) of additional sequence either missing or expanded when compared to the human reference (Table 1) . We find a substantial increase in the amount of long, $50 bp STR insertions relative to deletions (P , 2.2 3 10 216 ), including STRs within genes (Supplementary Table 9 ). In addition to being 2.80 times more frequent than deletions, the STR insertions $50 bp are, on average, 2.87 times longer. This asymmetry becomes more pronounced with increasing STR insertion length (Fig. 2b) . The genomic distribution of STR insertions is highly non-random being biased to the last 5 Mb of human chromosomes (Extended Data Fig. 3 ) correlating with recombination rate 20 (r 2 5 0.21) and human-chimpanzee divergence (r 2 5 0.20). We note that 2,285 of these expanded STRs occur within genes, including 11 within an untranslated region (noting shorter insertions in FMR1 and C9orf72, a common mutated locus for amyotrophic lateral sclerosis; Supplementary Information) and two within the coding sequence of genes (MUC2 and SAMD1). A total of 189 genes have an STR expansion .1 kb, representing potential sites of genomic instability (Supplementary Table 9 ).
The remaining half of the insertional bias (,1.5 Mb) was accounted for by 1,116 more complex structural variants (which we define as insertions having either several annotated repeat elements, or at least 30% of between CHM1 and GRCh37 haplotypes compared to copy number variants identified from other studies for insertions and deletions less than 1 kb (left) and greater than or equal to 1 kb (right). Most of the increased sensitivity occurs below 5 kb. Peaks at ,300 bp and 6 kb correspond to Alu and L1 insertions, respectively. b, STR insertions in CHM1 (green) are longer than the human genome (blue; GRCh37), and this effect becomes more pronounced with increasing length (x axis). c, The percentage repeat composition (x axis) of 1-kb sequences flanking insertion sites for Alu, L1 and SVA mobile element insertions. Insertion calls from the 1000 Genomes Project (pink) 21 compared to calls from CHM1 using SMRT reads (blue) show increased sensitivity for repeat-rich insertions.
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the remaining sequence not annotated as repeat) (Table 1 and Extended Data Fig. 4 ). Sequence analyses of these regions of the genome revealed these insertions were frequently embedded within regions already enriched for clusters of mobile element insertions. Complex repetitive regions such as these represent a major challenge in structural variant detection owing to spurious mapping of short-read sequence data. We performed site complexity analysis of annotated mobile element insertion loci by assessing the repeat composition of the 1-kb sequences 59 and 39 flanking the retrotransposons AluY, L1 and SVA insertions in both the CHM1 sequencing data and insertion sites from population-scale lowcoverage sequencing data 21 . While we observed a small bias in the repeat complexity of AluY insertions (53% versus 48%; P 5 4.8 3 10
26
, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test), a much more marked shift is seen for L1 and SVA insertions. We found that human-specific L1Hs insertion sites in CHM1 have a flanking common repeat content of 59% when compared to 39% in the 1000 Genomes Project data set (P 5 1.8 3 10
210
, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test) (Fig. 2c) . The bias for SVA insertions is even greater, with 76% of insertions mapping adjacent to repeats when compared to 50% using Illumina read-pair data (P 5 3.84 3 10
214
, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test).
The large STR and complex insertions are enriched for regions annotated as having potential clone assembly problems. This enrichment becomes more pronounced the larger and more complex the insertion (for example, the 185-fold enrichment of 'black tag' annotations for STR insertions; Supplementary Information). Notably, less than 1% of these variants are present in newer assemblies of the human genome, including GRCh38 and CHM1.1 (ref. 22) (derived primarily by Illumina sequencing technology). Because we find evidence of most of these complex events in additional human or chimpanzee genomes (Supplementary Information), we propose that ,1,700 sites (3.5 Mb) represent deficiencies or 'muted' gaps that can now be accessed as a result of SMRT technology (Supplementary Table 7 ). We incorporated these inserted sequences as well as gap closures into a patched GRCh37 reference, effectively mapping 0.026% additional Illumina reads and discovering additional single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) (for example, 9,231 SNPs; Supplementary Information).
In addition to insertions and deletions, we also searched for the presence of inversions-a structural variation class that is notoriously difficult to ascertain. We developed a search algorithm that specifically leveraged the increased length of the SMRT sequence reads to search for 'reversals' in order when aligned to the reference. Regions with two or more reversals were then locally assembled to define the breakpoints of each event optimally. We identified 34 inversions with an average length of 7.1 kb, corresponding to a total of ,240 kb of inverted sequence (Supplementary Table 8 and Supplementary Fig. 6 ). We subcloned and sequenced 15 events using a large-insert BAC library with a validation rate of 100% (15 out of 15) (Extended Data Fig. 5) . None of the events disrupted genes, no enrichment was observed on the X chromosome, and 68% (23 out of 34) of the inversions were flanked by inverted repeats (Supplementary Table 8) .
A limitation of our approach is its dependence on the local assembly of mapped reads to the human reference genome. Even with an average mapped read length of 5.8 kb, not all reads may be uniquely mapped to a specific location. As a result, gaps (n 5 82) adjacent to segmental duplications were largely unresolved, inversions exceeding the read length (.20 kb) could not be detected (for example, 15q13.3 region), and SMRT sequence read synthesis within or flanking long, highly identical repeats could not be reliably assembled. We identified a total of 737 euchromatic regions (12.5 Mb) of our genome, in which large-scale mapping inconsistences (n 5 22) or deficiencies (n 5 715) were noted but were unresolvable by this approach (Supplementary Tables 26 and 27) . We selected one 6.5-Mb region mapping to chromosome 10q11.23 for a more detailed analysis. The region carried seven gaps within the human reference genome (GRCh37), none of which was resolved or extended by SMRT WGS reads. We applied an alternative clone-based hierarchical approach (Supplementary Information) and identified a tiling path of 32 BACs and assembled the clone inserts using SMRT sequencing 14 . We generated sequence contigs spanning two large clusters of segmental duplication (2.7 and 1.2 Mb), closing six of the seven gaps in this region (Fig. 3 and Extended Data Fig. 6 ), adding 416 kb of missing reference sequence, correcting the orientation of 1,451 kb, and eliminating 856 kb of redundant sequence that was represented twice within the reference. Two gaps remain, each at the same location within paralogous segmental duplications, corresponding to a nearly perfect 50-kb tandem repeat that cannot be resolved at the level of large-insert clones using existing methods. These results indicate that although it is possible to use reads to close gaps and detect variation missed by other nextgeneration sequencing methods, the resolution of larger, complex regions of the genome still require targeted efforts that leverage both clones and WGS data. Complete de novo assembly of human genomes will probably require the development of even longer-range sequencing data. The approaches outlined here will have broader application to many of the unfinished and complex regions of mammalian genomes. Author Information All underlying SMRT WGS read data have been released within the NCBI Sequence Read Archive (SRA) under accession SRX533609 and may also be accessed as part of all the SMRT data sets (NCBI SRA accession SRP040522). Illumina WGS data for CHM1 are available in the NCBI SRA under accession SRP044331 as well as finished BAC and fosmid clone inserts using SMRT sequence data (GenBank accessions in Supplementary Table 35 ). For the purpose of mapping and annotation, we developed a patched GRCh37 reference genome including a track hub for upload into the UCSC Genome Browser. A complete list of all inaccessible regions of the human genome and a database of heterochromatic and subtelomeric sequence reads that could not be assembled are available at (http://eichlerlab.gs.washington.edu/ publications/chm1-structural-variation). Reprints and permissions information is available at www.nature.com/reprints. The authors declare competing financial interests: details are available in the online version of the paper. Readers are welcome to comment on the online version of the paper. Correspondence and requests for materials should be addressed to E.E.E. (eee@gs.washington.edu).
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SMRT WGS data (41-fold sequence coverage) was generated using a Pacific Biosciences RSII instrument (P5C3 chemistry) from genomic libraries generated from a complete hydatidiform mole DNA (CHM1tert). Sequence reads were mapped to the human reference genome (GRCh37) using a modified version of BLASR (http:// www.github.com/EichlerLab/blasr) (Supplementary Methods); a bioinformatics pipeline was developed to identify regions of structural variation and extensions into gaps (http://www.github.com/EichlerLab/chm1_scripts); corresponding sequence reads were de novo assembled and a high-quality consensus sequence generated for each region using Celera v.8.1 (ref. 13 ) and Quiver v.0.7.6 (ref. 14). Reads are selected for support of a variant if the mapping quality is greater than 20; a minimum of 5 reads are required to trigger an assembly. For the purpose of this analysis, we focused only on the euchromatic portion of the genome excluding pericentromeric regions (5 Mb flanking annotated centromeres), all acrocentric portions of chromosomes, and subtelomeric regions (150 kb from the annotated telomeric sequence). Repeat content of all structural variants was determined using CENSOR 24 , RepeatMasker 25 , Miropeats 23 and TRF (http://tandem.bu.edu/). The sequence accuracy of the assemblies and structural variant polymorphisms were inferred by comparison to 18 sequenced large-insert BAC (CH17) and 89 fosmid clones 8 , Sanger-based BAC-end sequence generated for CHM1tert (GenBank accessions in Supplementary Table 35) , and comparison to Illumina-based WGS generated for human genomes 1 . We also generated Illumina WGS data (41-fold) for comparison (SRA SRP044331). For the chromosome 10q11 region, 125 CH17 BACs were identified and sequenced using a Nextera-Illumina protocol 26 . A minimal tiling path of 35 clones was deeply sequenced (300-fold coverage) using 1 SMRT cell per clone; inserts were assembled and an alternative reference was created using methods described previously 15 . we collected the full-length reads that overlap the locus, performed de novo assembly using the Celera assembler, and called a consensus using Quiver after remapping reads used in the assembly as well as reads flanking the assembly (yellow reads) to increase consensus quality at the boundaries of the assembly. BLASR is used to align the assembly consensus sequences to the reference, and insertions and deletions in the alignments are output as variants.
Reads spanning a deletion event within a single alignment are shown as bars connected by a solid line, and double hard-stop reads spanning a larger deletion event and split into two separate alignments of the same read are shown as a dotted line. V11  V13  V14  V17  V19  V20  V29  V30  V31  V34  V38  V40  V41  V43  V45  V46  V48  V49  V50  V51  V54  V60  V63  V69  V70  V71  V73  V75  V77  V80  V95  V105  V110  V114  V115  V116  V117  V128  V130  V133  V134  V139  V140  V141  V142  V143  V144  V145  V146  V147  V149  V153  V154  V157  V158  V159  V160  V161  V162  V163  V164  V167  V173  V179  V181  V182  V187  V194  V199  V216  V218  V220  V221  V228  V229  V234  V239  V243  V246  V247  V248  V251  V257  V258  V259  V260  V261  V262  V265  V267  V269  V271  V272  V274  V276  V280  V285  V287  V289  V291  V303  V304  V306  V307  V309  V310  V311  V312  V315  V318  V319  V321  V323  V325  V326  V327  V328  V330  V332  V337  V338  V341  V343  V347  V349  V350  V351  V353  V354  V356  V357  V359  V362  V368  V369  V373  V374  V376  V381  V383  V384  V386  V387  V390  V391  V392  V393  V394  V396  V398  V400  V403  V406  V407  V408  V410  V412  V414  V417  V418  V425  V427  V428  V434  V439  V447  V453  V457  V460  V463  V467  V468  V474  V477  V478  V481  V482  V485  V490  V492  V493  V494  V495  V503  V505  V508  V509  V510  V517  V519  V524  V525   ADM_ACB_HG01879_M  AFR_ESN_HG02922_F  AFR_YRI_NA19239_M  AFR_GWD_HG02568_F  AFR_LWK_NA19017_F  AFR_MSL_HG03052_F  AFR_YRI_NA19238_F  ADM_ASW_NA19625_F  SA_STU_HG03642_F  EA_CDX_HG00759_F  EA_CHS_HG00419_F  EA_JPT_NA18939_F  EA_KHV_HG01595_F  ADM_CLM_HG01112_M  WEA_CEU_NA12891_M  ADM_MXL_NA19648_F  WEA_TSI_NA20502_F  WEA_IBS_HG01500_M  SA_GIH_NA20845_M  SA_BEB_HG03006_M  SA_PJL_HG01583_M  ADM_PUR_HG01051_M  SA_ITU_HG03742_M  WEA_FIN_HG00268_F  WEA_GBR_HG00096_M  EA_CHB_NA18525_F  ADM_PEL_HG01565_M PARGP1  AGAP7  RSU1P2  BMS1  RBP3  CTSLP2  LOC100996758  SYT15  FAM21EP  HNRNPA3P1  MSMB  FAM25BP  FAM35BP  PTPN20  ZNF488  LOC101929397  PARG  FAM21A   ZFAND4  AGAP4  NCOA4 ANTXRLP1  NPY4R ZNF37BP  FRMPD2P1  GDF10 ANXA8  SYT15  FAM25C FRMPD2  TIMM23B  ASAH2  ASAH2B   TMEM72-AS1  ANXA8L1  LOC441666  FAM25C  ZNF485  CTGLF12P   FAM21C  TIMM23  ANTXRL  GPRIN2  GLUD1P7  GDF2  BMS1P6  GPRIN2  OGDHL  AGAP6 are shown. b, Miropeats comparisons of the 10q11 clone-based assembly against the corresponding sequence from GRCh37, with gaps shown in red, highlight the degree to which the reference was misassembled.
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Complex insertions
